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Rocker polar white/glossy for push button module 2gang
- KNX touch rocker white 619219

Merten
619219
4042811034566 EAN/GTIN

3,62 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Rocker pws/gl for button module 2f. 619219 KNX bus system, material plastic, material quality thermoplastic, surface untreated, surface finish glossy, color white, RAL number
(similar) 9010, in the System M design. The rockers are attached to the button module twice. To be completed with: push button module, 2-gang system M 568499. In the KNX
to be completed with: KNX push-button module, 2-gang system M 625299. Accessories: protective cover for plaster system M 627591. Material: thermoplastic, brilliant. Colour:
glossy polar white.
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